
THE CHRONICLES OF A NEW WORLD                                              11th November 2023


Chronicle n°28 

Let’s get prepared for the final journey! 
& 

The extraterrestrial disclosure, hidden truths and hypocrisies? 

In consequence of the Wave’s impact over our planet, those amongst humans who had 
diligently prepared themselves, will soon be capable to start exploring the worlds beyond 
death and beyond astral, endowed with a new physical ship, that is with a new body, or, 
thanks to a new non-physical ship which, for lack of knowledge about it, we used to call 
“UFO”!


With this body or ship less material and less dense than 3rd density objects – a sort of 
atomic double of the body but more ethereal, shaped by neutrinos of the soul-Spirit and 
endowed with a higher consciousness –, these humans will then see themselves 
accomplished as individuals of the 6th race, time explorers: the new Human!


This new Human will be able to choose to explore the worlds in a conscious way, not only 
with a semi-physical body, but literally with his perispirit, in other words a semi-material 
plasma ship directly created by the Spirit. This “object” or this non-physical ship/
perispirit, which can take shape and consistency just by the strength of the Spirit and that 
human often mistook for nuts-and-bolts UFOs, will be suited to explore civilizations, 
planets or new universes in other space-times. 


And just like the Namlú’u – who thanks to their tri-polarized sexual potential have the 
ability to densify or manifest themselves instantaneously in the material worlds under the 
guise of masculine, feminine, or inter-gender individuals –, the individuals of this 6th race 
will be able to explore the various terrestrial and extraterrestrial civilizations. They will no 
longer have to undergo the terrestrial matrix-like genetic reprogramming, during the 
reincarnation process by which the “human of the past” had all his memories erased.


Therefore, they will also leave their terrestrial 3rd density to migrate towards a higher level 
of existence, thus becoming a neo-home of reality, a new terrestrial world of 4th density 
materialized by the Spirit, exactly as the Namlú’u realized in their time! Let’s recall that the 
Namlú’u were this prodigious, primordial and androgynous race of humans, guardian of 
the Earth and created millions of years ago by the Kadistu planners.


We now understand that as the time loops succeed one another, after a first extinction of 
the Homo erectus genome, the Lizzie females – galactic beings from the Orion galaxy – 
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were responsible for assembling the genome of today’s Homo sapiens sapiens. 
Completely governed by the Lizzie gods of An’s clan (Yahve, Jehovah, Allah) who had 
presented themselves to him as the creator Gods of the great monotheistic religions, this 
modern Homo sapiens sapiens had served them as an operative in 3rd density, as an 
organic portal or as a vehicle for their reptilian spirit. In other words, the human body was 
used as a genetic pool without any real higher consciousness, since it had been 
completely disconnected from the Spirit by the mechanism of reincarnation in 3rd density 
on Earth. 


Furthermore, some Lizzie females, who in their future will choose to join the clan of the 
planner-seeders of life in order to serve the terrestrial Evolution and increase the human’s 
dynamic of consciousness, will shape individuals endowed with the kiristos genetics, so 
that they become likely to reconnect to their higher Self/Spirit, and also serve as vehicles 
of incarnation in 3rd density for themselves and for other creator spirits. The aim of this 
clever maneuver will simply be to elevate the vibratory frequency of the astral planes of 
the terrestrial 3rd density.


Therefore, it is them, the future humans endowed with an “evolving christlike 
consciousness”, who will become, like the Namlú’u were in their time, the new living 
“guardians” of our Universe’s knowledge. They will be the neo-custodians of the DNA of 
the modern human and animal races, whose genetic codes were used to create life on 
Earth in the contemporary worlds of 2nd and 3rd densities. However, this new human race 
will this time include in its genome the activated genetics of these Amasutum reptilians, 
which was not “yet” the case when the Gina’abul (the Anunnaki/Lizzies) had colonized the 
Earth with the aim of creating the first race of Homo sapiens sapiens.


Hence, like their Namlú’u ancestor, the new Human will also be capable of forming an 
immortal multidimensional ethereal body or a transdimensional ship, in order to explore 
the countless worlds in the Universe!


Question to the Angel: 

The existence of the Lizzie reptilians, the Annunaki, the Nephilim, etc. is often 
considered as a conspiracy theory. Nevertheless, we know that behind every 
conspiracy principle there is often a truth. So, where would it lie? 

Ignorant people who consider the Lizzies as exclusively evil beings could indeed conceive 
of their existence as a conspiracy theory. But why would there be any conspiracy at this 
level, if there really was nothing to hide?
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Those who refute the existence of the Lizzies simply remain ignorant and in denial of the 
reality as it is. And it can only remain hidden, since ordinary humans are fundamentally 
unable to conceive of their existence and to understand their role.


There are plenty of worlds in the cosmos, inhabited by non-human and human humanoid 
races. Nevertheless, know that the individuals who conspire in this way are themselves 
invested with the predatory mind, which makes them linger in denial of the nature of 
themselves and the very essence of their ancestors. 


This cycle of the multi-traumatized terrestrial human is coming to an end, but Man will 
never have to face any extraordinary extraterrestrial civilization. They will only have to face 
themselves and their alter from the past or the future! This truth has always been hidden 
by the Deep State behind the so-called UFO disclosure to safeguard the interests of its 
military-industrial complex, considering the fact that the Lizzies exist for millennia on your 
planet!


These Lizzie/Reptilian humanoids had initiated humanity’s takeover since the creation of 
the first monarchical powers and had already exerted their influence at the time of the 
very ancient Egyptian and Sumerian dynasties. Their current power system was born in 
the Middle-East and in Europe and spread through colonization up to the United-States, 
country through which the Lizzies/reptilians created their influence through the New World 
Order in the western world. This, thanks to industrialization, technocratization and 
militarization of NATO, and through numerous manipulations by the USA via NASA, NRO, 
NSA, CIA, operating in many parts of the globe.


The history of Western power therefore remains, in fact, the history of the reptilian 
takeover of the United States, then the return of this control and its “re-expansion” 
through war, towards Middle-East and Europe. In accordance with karmic loop! Indeed, it 
concretely reveals itself as a transdimensional conflict using ordinary human as “cannon 
fodder” in a war which undoubtedly opposes many reptilian factions (Dracos, Musgir, 
Kingu, etc.), in order to control the interdimensional gates of Ukraine, Syria, Iran… 
through which numerous Anunnaki/Nephilim hybrids are currently “landing”.


Even if, just like you, they are originally from the constellation of Orion, the Lizzies/
Reptilians are not precisely extraterrestrials as you understand it. Certain amongst them 
are your ancestors or yourself in the past/future! They are quite simply entities established 
within the terrestrial hyperdimensions of 4th density, capable of polymorphism and multi-
dimensionality.


You hence must conceive that at the time of the dinosaurs and of these humanoid 
Anunnaki reptilians, the Namlú’u, that is the original humans, even if they were much 
more significantly in intimate contact with the creative Spirit, had a much bigger and 
massive body than that of modern human!
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At the arrival of the Lizzies who captured some of them in order to modify their genome, 
these reptilian entities shaped them an emotional body in their own image. At the same 
time, these prisoners, endowed with altered genetics, developed a reptilian cortex (the 
brain reflex zone) creator of fear, then responsible for guilt and for all the spectrum of 
emotional reflexes specific to the modern human, such as shame, flight, disgust, anger, 
sadness, but also surprise, joy, confidence, anticipation… a whole emotional equipment 
which trapped these Namlú’u in the astralized frequencies of planet Earth.


In those days, the genetics of many of them having been completed or largely replaced 
by that of the Lizzies, their creative faculty and their role as observer/explorer of worlds 
had highly been altered. Their gift as neutral observer and their lack of emotional coming 
from this observation capacity, had simply been replaced by the reflex emotional of the 
reptilian saboteur ego.


Therefore, this reptilian emotional, which in human beings was expressed by specific 
psychological, physical and hormonal reactions during “outer events” peculiar to the 
astralized 3rd density world and to the lower frequency of its matter, forced the energy of 
the female psyche of this “modified human” to respond, to struggle within themself, in 
order to defend themself from this world of “outer appearances” (the illusion) by learning 
to release this emotional overflow through tears.


This reflex emotional or saboteur ego, induced by the reptilian predator mind, gradually 
produced internal physiological and chemical manifestations (hormonal stress and 
energetic responses) then generating a reaction (stress response) on the physical plane. 
This reaction could manifest itself as illnesses, physiological symptoms (painful menses in 
women), all sorts of daily accidents, even extreme meteorological conditions (storms and 
tempests) materializing in their reality. All these “externalizations” were caused by the 
agitation of the electromagnetic energy flow emanating from their psyche.


This is how the Namlú’u, these giants from Prehistory remained in captivity on Earth, have 
been deprived of their original and legitimate genetics over time and reincarnations. They 
had then become humans, slaves of the matter and the astral!


In the psyche of some contemporary humans descended from the Namlú’u people, 
physiological and chemical manifestations due to the reptilian saboteur ego, are still 
provoked by the confrontation with a given situation and by the configuration of their 
reptilian brain which “still” emotionally interprets what it considers its reality! This is 
precisely this kind of emotional phenomenon which perpetuates them in a limited and 
predetermined space-time.


So, to return to the ability to time travel – which will be possible for some humans –, you 
first had to realize the importance of breaking free from the frequencies of fear then from 
the illusion of time induced in humans by the reptilian brain, to free yourself from these 
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astralized frequencies. And before you can make this sort of journey between worlds 
through their dimensions, some steps will have to be taken.


First, the ego will need to be able to conceive, then accept that the Human of the sixth 
race, thanks to the quest of this “Knowledge that protects”, then to the development of 
their intelligence and higher consciousness, will slowly reconnect with the creator Spirit, 
to be able to raise the frequencies of astralized worlds.


They will then be led to overcome attachment, guilt (cf. Dialogue with our Angel n°38), 
fear of death, even death itself, which are only matrix programs coming from astralized 
worlds, so they no longer have to endure the reincarnation process. They will then 
become an IS-BE again, this immortal being able to travel between the different 
dimensions of reality that form especially the densified worlds of 3rd density. Some 
initiates call these travels between these worlds of 3rd density “seraphic transports”. 


This type of seraphic transports had already led the survivors of Atlantis to change 
dimension then terrestrial density, in order to “reach” a place and get to a more “neutral” 
frequency band and a future more favorable for their evolution. (cf. Atlantis Contre Mu - 
Témoignage d’Ours Blanc)


This kind of seraphic travel will soon be proposed to those who have managed to free 
themselves from their emotional, still trapping them in frequencies of the current 
astralized world in which the 3rd World War comes “officially” to break out, with its nuclear 
conflicts extreme threats.
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Engraving of a Kachina with its flying shield discovered on the rock  
face of Roc d’en Barou at Rennes-les-Bains (dep. 11)

https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/2015-dialogue-38/
https://www.reseauleo.com/atlantis-contre-mu-temoignage-d-ours-blanc/
https://www.reseauleo.com/atlantis-contre-mu-temoignage-d-ours-blanc/


Questions to the Angel:  

Is this seraphic travel already planned by our higher consciousnesses and will we 
be conscious during our displacement through space-time? Will these populations 
transfers be also carried out by “nuts and bolts UFOs” type crafts? 

Nothing is planned yet, since these transfers do not need to be planned! They will occur 
instantaneously and generally during your sleep, when you will be vibrationally ready to 
experience and to bear them psychically. However, you will be very little aware of it, since 
the familiar environment that you are still reading through your limited consciousness, will 
also be displaced in time and will gradually change during the travel.


During this kind of transfer towards “your new future”, perceptions and sensations of the 
“seraphized” individual (that is moved in space-time by their own double or higher Self) 
will be almost identical to those belonging to their body in 3rd density, except that they 
won’t perceive the duration of the transfer in space-time, hence of the travel in itself! Yet, 
at the time of their “landing” in their new density, phenomena of realities interpenetration 
could sometimes occur which could make them believe in madness. You are already 
suffering some symptoms!


During this travel in space and time, the individual who will begin to fuse with their Spirit 
will see and understand everything about the inner workings and the matrix forces which 
manipulated the human psyche in this end of time. But for some time, during this 
seraphic travel, they will be, just like the pilots of the five Avengers planes of the unit 19, 
suspended in the non-time, in order to land in a future looking like their current 
environment, well beyond the events making the murky news of your present time of 
2023-2024.


As you already know for ages (and we are saying it again for those who have forgotten), 
these corrupting forces which you call “ante-Christian” (forces that would deploy before 
those of the Christ) will unveil themselves in the midst of this 3rd interplanetary conflict 
and will present themselves as extraterrestrials, saviors of humanity. Their appearance in 
the sky is already planned and written in the human psyche through this famous 
disclosure, which will be more or less made official. Since behind the veil of the current 
events, “evil” entities want to divert humanity from the Christlike consciousness. And to 
serve their purposes, they seek to seize human souls.

In order to control them better, these pernicious forces had created a foreign 
psychological structure within the original Human, a kind of psychic understudy that 
thought and worked in them without their knowledge, emptying and wringing them of 
their emotional energy. For this human who has become the current human animal, the 
only way to escape the domination of this structure, foreign to their original legitimate 
spirit, is to learn to perceive all the influences manipulating their psyche, to restore their 
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moral freedom and ethics. To do so, the work of research and sharing about emotions, as 
practiced by the LEOs for example, is the most efficient way to generate a tribal conduit 
of seraphic transport towards a new future. 


Be aware that the official outbreak of the 3rd World War represented the starting signal for 
this “masquerade”, which will progressively reveal the influence and the existence of 
these transdimensional predators to the ignorant human. Hiding their Machiavellian plans, 
it is these STS predator entities of 4th density that will appear as the saviors of humanity. 
They will urge Russia, China, India and all the others, to establish peace with NATO 
countries, so that humanity can see these extraterrestrial entities as the saviors 
everybody was waiting for. 


This is how the trap will close on those who will have omitted to seek Knowledge that 
protects! In the Religions of the Book, these events correspond to the harvest of souls for 
hell, that is for a new involutive cycle of reincarnations.


Meanwhile, the seraphic transport will enable the fused Spirit of the future human and 
their physical body readjusted with their new genetic codes (so a new soul embryo 
adapted to 4th density), to escape the ongoing destruction in their astralized reality in 3rd 
density, without undergoing any traumatic load for the soul. It will be up to this new 
human to begin a new evolution cycle in the worlds of higher density.


The seraphic travel would then somehow correspond to what the ordinary human 
believes are dreams, when they fall asleep in this vibratory space-time that their astralized 
world represents and that they read as their only reality. Except that in the concrete reality 
of astral life, in other words, awakened and living their life on the terrestrial plane, it is the 
role of the brain, dependent on the human biological vehicle, to recompose a coherent 
linear plot for the intellect, with the different events sometimes occurring on other planes 
of reality.


The Human of the future who begins to reconnect with the Spirit will gradually become 
aware of their abilities to evolve both during sleep and wakefulness, while allowing 
themselves initiatory steps, that is to say phenomena of transformation, of cellular and 
genetic mutation, without the physical body having to suffer or be mobilized to do so. 
During their sleep, the human preparing for their transfer will have to dig into their 
unconscious memories, in order to resolve some traumatic memories which, if they were 
awake, would be unbearable to relive and to “consciously” endure.


A dream thus corresponds to numerous real lives in other worlds, whose impregnations 
follow one another in the brain, whether of the past or of the future. When you are 
dreaming, you are just visualizing the experiences and consequences of the soul’s journey 
through dimensions.
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These multiple memories of lives on other planes of reality are the expression of what all 
humanities live since the beginning of time. But given that the incarnate man is an entity 
resulting from the fragmentation of time, they could not live “the perception of their time” 
prior to the beginning of this so-called “present time cycle”. They were therefore obliged 
to reincarnate over and over again because the intelligence of their ego, that is the 
sensibility and the memories of the soul, was still restrained by their perception of the 
length of their incarnation time in the planetary astral and by the lack of Knowledge.


The soul is the vehicle of the Spirit that travels between worlds and through time, in order 
to acquire Knowledge, Intelligence and Skill which are the virtues of the human mind. But 
the soul is mainly a kind of vessel elaborated by the individual’s reincarnation memories, 
then to a higher level, by those of all humanity. It is shaped by the memories of the 
experience of the existence on earth of all the people who live there in a physical body! It 
can therefore be related to the concept of informational or morphogenetic field.


At the time of what you call “the passing” of the individual, the reverse process, that is 
that of memory clearance, somehow occurs. Everything which ultimately has been stored 
in the soul, generally an egregore of beliefs limited to illusions arising from a lifetime in 3rd 
density, will overwhelm the soul that, at some point, will withdraw from its body! It is this 
“transition” to the 5th density, in other words the plane of recapitulation, liberation and 
observation, that you call “death”.


But this time, in these end times, for some, this transition will lead in 4th density in a very 
real new world, life beyond death, a life in an astral vibrating on higher planes at much 
higher frequencies! You will inhabit this higher astral – not to be confused with the high 
planetary astral – with your new adult body, without having to go through the learning of 
the infant, the child, the adolescent, which are merely stages of relearning of the matrix 
system proposed by school, education, studies, trainings specific to the terrestrial 
system! (For more on this, watch the video of Ema Krusi) And it is because the soul will be 
aware of this transition, that the spirit of the individual piloting it will rediscover that it 
belonged to the family of the Spirits creators of lives.


You should also know that when an individual dreams, the supramental intelligence, that 
is about 5% of human consciousness that are not guided by egotistical reflexes of the 
Me-I, is no longer present to control or run their terrestrial life.


The mental faculty of the ego or of the Me-I represents the one which, once the soul re-
enters its body, once again becomes able to examine the coherence of the events that 
occurred in dreams. It is therefore these 5% of the individual’s consciousness that, when 
he is sleeping, leave the body, the remaining 95% remain attached to the body protein 
system, dependent on the astralized world. These 5% that cut off the conscious contact 
with the physical body cause the ego to no longer be informed by analytical intelligence. 
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And no longer informed by it, the ego is no longer aware of the emotional range of life as 
you know it.


The ego thus represents most of the soul, the 95% that designate themselves by the 
“Me-I”. In fact, these are these individuals who have a name and who finally, manipulated 
without knowing by the STS gods, identify so much with their incarnation that they end 
up playing the full game of deities – the latter only having moulded Man to the image of 
the real galactic Human.


But when an individual’s ego is no longer in touch with the 5% of the Spirit inhabiting the 
body, particularly during sleep, a trauma or an accident, it is instantly switched off or 
suspended. At this point, being no longer fed or powered by the astral body, the ego 
comes into contact with other realities and realizes an extra-conscientization. You call this 
an astral journey, a soul journey, a dream. You also call this sleeping!


During “real” sleep, in other words during the dreaming phases (and not during the rest of 
the body phases), ego’s consciousness gains Knowledge or assimilates knowledge 
thanks to memories from the past-future, that re-emerge in these dreams. While the Spirit 
that never sleeps, watches over him and knows! The Spirit never rests, neither night, nor 
day! It instantly knows things and has an answer to everything, even in dreams, since it 
has knowledge that no longer comes from the soul memories, but that exists already and 
has always existed, in the morphogenetic, informational or akashic field of the One.


The function of the soul is therefore to decipher, read the energy frequencies of the worlds 
in which the individual is experiencing. It decodes according to its programming, its 
upbringing, according to its education… and thus compiles life experiences. Then, 
accumulating experiences actually implies that the soul which inhabit a body has nothing 
to understand! Since its role is not to understand, but simply to record vibratory 
information!


As for the brain, its function is to interpret, to filter information, to emotionally translate 
experiences through the sense organs, so that the individual’s ego can be formed, 
strengthened and become more and more intelligent! Since it is the intelligence of the 
human that thinks it knows or understands everything, but is is ultimately that of the 
Spirit, that knows everything, that understands everything!


While the Me-I, the ego, traveling on the trajectory of time, can see through its linear 
consciousness only one object or one event at a time, present in a very limited portion of 
time!


Finally, the Spirit is able to see what the ego of the astralized individual sees in what they 
call “the present”. But this Spirit, being also ubiquitous, sees and can also perceive 
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events remote in space or occurring further in time, that is “ahead of the future” of the 
individual, who “flies blind” in their belief of a homogeneous and linear unfolding of time!


During the waking state, say when your egotistical or astral consciousness remains 
captive of its emotions in a specific situation (in other words as soon as the soul allows 
the endocrine system to feel fear, joy, happiness, while it decodes or reads certain energy 
frequencies), the limits of the ego’s intelligence are revealed by expressing themselves 
through the emotional, because the ego’s intelligence focuses only on the circumstance 
or the event responsible for its emotions.


Therefore, while he is not sleeping, the egotistical part of the individual is concentrated, 
focused on the chronology of events that happen in a defined space-time that he 
perceives as the present, since this part is controlled by the analytical mind that only 
perceives a tiny segment of time. This is how the soul focuses, becomes polarized, 
absorbs or channels the energy produced by the situation.


Whereas in a dream or in an astral journey, hence unable to focus on a single event at a 
time, the “disoriented” soul will not express much through the ego, which let us recall, is 
suspended. And since the ego can no longer judge its beliefs about good and evil, the 
individual will barely experience stress in relation to the situation and their endocrine 
system will produce little chemical or hormonal reaction, if any.


Thus, the individual polarizing or focusing on a single event point in space-time, will only 
be able to pass judgment according to their values that they self-imposed in the matrix. 
And having a brain and an ego, they will automatically make that judgement! 


So, to summarize a little the issue of seraphic transport that will take place well beyond 
the aspects of the human ego, their limited intelligence and science, you just need to 
know that they are far more evolved human entities than you are now, who will drive your 
tribal/UFO perispirit, to bring your tribe towards its new future destination.


But also know that the displacement of some populations of individuals not yet initiated 
to Knowledge, will also be done by nuts and bolts type UFO crafts! They will be “taken” in 
the sense kidnapped or abducted by the STS authorities, in order to continue their 
evolution under the influence of these predatory entities.


Question to the Angel:  

Why should we be freed from the astralized ego in order to become time travelers 
again? 
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The human ego inevitably generates emotional. And as long as this human being 
produces, experiences and expresses any emotional, they vibrate astralized energy. In 
other words, when they express emotional energy, they produce low-frequency energy 
which, in some way, affects others and prevent them from getting to higher frequencies.


Emotional energy is one of the components of the gravitational energy that usually caps 
the ignorant human's world to anger, fear, conflict… raising resentments, internalized or 
repressed grudge and finally false joy and denial of the truth, that is to say lies!


Indeed, if releasing emotional allows you to free yourself from memories and to somewhat 
upset the rules of gravity, weeping and feeling sorry for yourself (that is remaining stuck in 
a form of victimization) does not elevate the vibratory frequencies to the point of being 
able to bear to see afterlife, to perceive astral well beyond the worlds of death, beyond 
the worlds in which you are used to be.


But if you manage to overcome your emotional pain to open yourselves to the worlds of 
the invisible, your egotistical intelligence, even if it has not yet managed to decode all the 
mechanics of the soul, will allow the intelligence of the Spirit to master the body. This is 
because all the soul memories have been instructed for millions of years, convincing Man 
to be unable to believe in “magic” and in “the incredible”!


The human, having not yet learned from the evolution of his condition as a human animal 
to become a true human being, still hasn't understood that everything he experiences as 
suffering on the earthly plane is simply related to his energy centers and hormonal 
secretions, whose functions still remain absolutely unknown to him.


He does not know that when his Spirit is at work, in other words when the soul acts, a 
change first takes place in the plasma worlds. But since the ego almost never believes in 
"magic" or "the impossible", plasma worlds cannot densify and become real under the 
governance of the Spirit.


Nevertheless, if during their human animal condition, the individual had been able to solve 
everything that, at the level of their senses, the pathways of the reflex nervous system 
and in their brain circuits, maintained them in this animal condition, they would have truly 
become a human who would no longer suffer, who wouldn't even know whether they are 
happy or unhappy! This individual without consciousness would simply have a body that 
would still be subject to life, but freed from the memories of the soul. They would be what 
you would call a "zombie".


But when the New Man takes over, this human of the future towards whom you are 
progressing, will have sufficiently developed their higher mind to free themself from their 
past and emancipate themself from the soul memories! They will have succeeded in 
severing all contact with their astralized memories, their attachments to astralized matter, 
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to their astralized family, to their astralized friends... A mutation will then take place by 
cellularization of the event, a "separation by differentiation" which gradually, through the 
mechanisms of epigenetics, will transform their entire genome.


Then, little by little, the changes will become perceptible in your "outer" material and real 
world. All these changes will be expressed in the body of the Man, who will manifest what 
the ancients called the "divine will".


The role of the human animal soul is hence to master a very dense material vehicle, until it 
becomes so highly vibratory that the intelligence of the Spirit can permanently take 
control of it.


You must therefore change, raise your consciousness to raise your resonance frequency! 
And for you to change and welcome the Spirit within you, your body must be able to 
change. To do so, it has to be shaken up, deconstructed down to the cellular level! It is 
this phenomenon that science should not call "the evolution of mankind", but "the 
Evolution of Man"!


That is why the ordinary and unconscious human must undergo a period of time during 
which the ego, which is progressing towards consciousness, is forced to live not 
according to its desires but according to the resonance of its Spirit, which inexorably 
pushes it to merge with its thoughts in order to become truly intelligent. The Spirit will 
become increasingly active and powerful, and will then push the individual to overcome 
their human animal condition to gradually become the true cosmic Human!


Finally, if you are to become time travelers again, you must come to encompass, to 
"cellularize" what the point of consciousness focused on your present calls "the past" 
and a "more or less immediate future", into a single, immutable and individualized reality; 
even if all these timelines take place on different planes of reality in which other parts of 
you exist.


Question to the Angel: 
We assume that the phenomenon of extraterrestrial disclosure planned by the STS 
instances of the Earth secret government, will become a very effective force to 
manipulate the human mind. Is there a reason for this "sudden disclosure"? 

The "extraterrestrial disclosure", or rather the "omerta" on realities which are anything but 
extraterrestrial, was planned from the 1940s, when so-called extraterrestrials had crashed 
on Earth.
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Even today, very few people have understood that these so-called flying saucers crashes 
were not random, as they were planned by entities whose consciousness and intelligence 
were far higher than those of the military and warring ordinary human who, by the way, at 
that time, tried and believed to have eradicated them from the surface of the Earth!


These immortal spirits/entities of superior consciousness had the mission to deliver 
several disguised messages to those who, in the future, will awaken from their condition 
of ordinary humans. Indeed, these IS-BE entities reincarnated in human bodies as 
members of today's human population. And despite all the attempts to eradicate humans 
through GMOs, atmosphere poisoning and contamination of human biology by co-vid, 
vac-cines and all these genocides at the global level, the genetics of this IS-BE 
population is being "activated" in their now human vessels!


After these long, dramatic and painful decades, you have nevertheless been able to 
perceive and "revisit" these times with a little more clarity, thanks to certain residual soul 
memories and the progress of fusion with your higher Spirit. Although many individuals 
are still drowning in their thirst for rebellion or preoccupied with overthrowing the human 
race and its society, others are still concerned about altruism or saving the Earth. 
Whereas you, have indeed been able to perceive through these residual soul memories, 
situations or events that still elude everyone.


From 1964 to 1968, strange lights appeared in the skies, arousing awe or wonder, but 
also leading people to consider cosmic phenomena they'd never even thought of before.


From the 1970s onwards, humans began to talk about the ego. This "decade of the Me, 
Myself and I" was followed, in the 1980s, by that of the real estate boom along with the 
emergence of the decade of total greed. Wars kept raging on, not because of the angry 
outbursts of individuals but because of the high level ineptitude running within military 
and governmental structures. Shortly, the era of self-centeredness and greed became an 
era of disgrace.


From the 2000s onwards, you were preparing for the beginning of the end of the era of 
the human animal, during which all false realities and lies were supposed to reach their 
peak. Yet, it's only today that the best time to look back to what the New Age called the 
"golden age" is revealed.


In fact, it was at the beginning of this golden age, which you were already calling "the 
present" at that time, that increasingly extraordinary and bizarre information began to 
appear in the news. It was revealed to you that something about twenty-seven meters 
long was swimming in the Loch Ness, or that hairy humanoids had been sighted, which 
the human called "Bigfoot". Also, talks began about mysterious phenomena around the 
Bermuda Triangle, the military base of Montauk or Area 51. So-called mysteries that have 
yet always existed...
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From then on, new occurrences took place at all levels of society. There were hundreds of 
political assassinations, the emergence of civil rights movements, the sexual revolution or 
the uprising of feminist movements... Awareness became the leitmotiv of entire young 
generations. Young people travelled to India in search of gurus who could help them find 
themselves; a great wave of change spread around the planet. Millions of people were 
experiencing a kind of "religious rebirth", as if a mysterious force was overtaking everyone 
to change everything.


In this emerging New Age, major universities around the world offered courses on 
witchcraft, UFOs or shamanism. Millions of people were re-examining their souls while 
playing with crystals, Tarot cards and meditation mantras. Newsstands were cluttered 
with New Age magazines. Astrologers sold their books in abundance, as if the intellectual 
itch and excitement of the 1960s were bearing fruit, or that the human race was subtly 
changing for the better! Spiritual mediums became "channels" and an almost unlimited 
number of new conspiracies and diabolical plots were injected into the collective 
consciousness, already well wounded by all kinds of lunatics and mythomaniacs. 
Humanity had not yet realized how it had been manipulated. It was wrong to believe in 
this whole charade, but didn't know how to proceed differently.


Nowadays, the social networks Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and others, replacing the old 
times magazines, keep on spreading all kinds of nonsense! That said, even if these 
networks are brimming with nonsense, they are now revealing to those who are able to 
see and withstand it, the full extent of these hoaxes, their power and influence on the 
psyche of ordinary humans. These disinformation campaigns are developed and 
orchestrated by the world's secret services such as the U.S. Cointelpro or its equivalents 
in other countries.


When you browse through the information published on social networks or other media 
about UFOs or this so-called "disclosure", you must bear in mind that worldwide ufology 
is based on psychological factors very well perceived and accepted by mankind for 
thousands of years, but which have led it into numerous and sinister dark periods.


However, as we have already told you, while this traumatic era draws to its end, and since 
you're the ones you've been waiting for, you will never have to deal with any extraordinary 
extraterrestrial civilization, you will simply face yourselves!


Transmitted by Sand & Jenaël
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